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the effects of magnetic electricity may disappoint these
expectations."
This passage shows that Joule did not yet see any funda-
mental objection to perpetual motion, and that his belief in
the future of electrical machinery was an important stimulus,
perhaps the chief, to his researches.
In his next two papers he gives more tests of his new
law and a description of a new design of electric motor
which *'enables me with ease to place the electro-magnets
in different positions, and as their several coils are insulated,
and I am therefore enabled to use the electric current in
quantity and intensity arrangements, it offers facilities for
experiment. In my preliminary trials I have been much
pleased with its performances."
Joule was twenty years of age when he wrote this passage.
His construction of an adjustable experimental electric
motor for the elucidation of principle and the measurement
of efficiency is an astonishing achievement. It is to be com-
pared with the construction by engineers of variable com-
pression internal combustion engines in modern research,
and presents a maturity of mind extraordinary in a youth
of his age. His quantitative methods are of the highest
psychological interest, as they are contrary to the normal
psychology of youth. Young geniuses are usually con-
cerned with qualitative ideas, which they prove in middle-
age by an acquired technique of exact measurement. Very
young scientists are nearly always impatient of exact
measurement. Joule had the middle-aged passion for
measurement from his earliest youth. His early papers
show a singular genius for measurement, combined with
high manipulative skill, constructive invention and clear
thought. His written English is very good, and his confi-
dence in his results is unconsciously sublime. The young
Davy also had been confident in his results, but his confi-
dence was part of his romantic spirit. Joule's spirit was
classical, so the nature of his confidence was more surprising.
The classical style of thought becomes ridiculous unless it
is based on correct facts. Joule triumphantly succeeded in
using it because his facts were right.

